
Select Season Player Draft Guidelines 

These rules and guidelines are meant to help create two balanced teams for the Select season. The 
Concord AYSO 305 Board wants to make sure everyone is trying their best to make two competitive 
Select teams in their division. We feel strongly that if we start with an "A" and "B" team we will not be 
giving any of the players what they deserve – A FUN, FAIR and SAFE Select season. 

Leading up to the draft – (I will refer to "keep" as players you have selected to be on your Select 
roster that the other coach will not be able to draft). 

1. For draft purposes only, each team is allowed only one head coach (the one that the Board has 
appointed) and only one assistant coach. Additional assistant coaches that do not have a player 
in the division are allowed. 

2. Each head coach may choose their assistant coach. You may discuss all information with your 
chosen assistant. After the draft you may acquire any amount of further assistance from your 
drafted team. 

3. Coaches must agree on a draft date at least four days after the first day of the Regional 
Tournament. This is meant to give both coaches a fair amount of time to evaluate all players and 
create a priority list. It will also give the Board time to review the submitted priority list. 

4. Each coach will be able to "keep" any amount of players from the head coach's Fall team plus 
their Asst coach's child. You are not allowed to "keep" players from the asst coach's team if they 
are currently on a different Fall team from the head coach. 

5. If a coach is coaching an Elite team he or she may only "keep" their own child plus the assistant 
coach's child. 

6. You are NOT allowed to "keep" any players, referees, team managers or any other helpful family 
members unless they are on the head coach's current Fall team. If you do decide to "keep" any 
player from your Fall team you must not disclose ANY Select team information with them. 

7. Coaches must summit a list of players by priority of whom they want on their team. Once 
submitted, both lists will be shared with both coaches. This is meant to allow the coaches to 
compare the lists and check for any name crossovers to each list (there are usually 2–3 
crossovers). At the top of your list you should have the players you are "keeping" from your Fall 
team (marked with a "K"), followed by your first choice, then second, and so on. The list should be 
at least two times the max roster size and include all names of the players that attended the 
tryouts. Coaches will be able to add players to the list prior to draft day, as long as the names 
have been shared with the other coach and the Board. You will only be allowed to draft players 
from this final list. If there is a player on one coach's list but not the other, the Board will send that 
name to the other coach so they can add and resubmit before we share the two lists. 

8. Your first priority list will need to be submitted at least three days before the agreed draft date. 
Email your list to the RC, ARC, ARCOP, Select Coordinator, and Registrar. 

9. No talking with the players or player's families will be allowed. If anybody has questions about 
Select you are only allowed to give generic answers, i.e., length of season, different tournaments 
a team may enter or general cost, but no specifics pertaining to your team. DO NOT make any 
promises. If you think a player would only play for you and would refuse to play for the other 
coach, please bring it to the Board's attention prior to the draft day. If a player refuses to play for a 
coach after they have been drafted, then they will NOT be allowed to play Select at all. 



10. You are allowed to talk with the other coaches in your division. Let them know what players stand 
out to you. Make sure the player and the player's family are people you want to deal with for the 
next six months. Ask them if there is a player you might be overlooking. 

11. No players from other regions, from a lower age division, played less than 50% of Fall games or 
participated in less than 75% of Elite team activities will be allowed on your priority list. 

For purposes of Drafting players – (the two head coaches will be referred to as Coach "A" and  
Coach "B") 

12. If both coaches "keep" an equal number of players, the first pick will be decided by a coin toss 
(best out of three). 

13. If Coach "A' wins the coin toss, coach "A" will then make the first selection in Round 1 from the 
players on the list that were not "kept" by coach "B". Coach "B" will then make his/ her first 
selection of  Round 1. This will continue round by round with coach "A" having the first pick in 
each round. 

14. If coach "A" keeps four players (coach's kid, assistant coach's kid, plus two players from the Fall 
team) and coach "B" keeps only two players (coach's kid plus assistant coach’s kid), then coach 
"B" will select three players from the list of remaining players, giving coach "B" one more player 
than coach "A". Coach "A" will then select his/ her fifth player. The coaches will continue the draft 
with coach "B" having the first pick in each remaining round. Essentially if Coach "A" keeps nine 
players then coach "B" will pick ten players (two of them being their "keeps") before coach "A" 
gets a draft pick. 

15. If coach "A" selects a player that has a sibling in the same division and that sibling is committed to 
play then coach "A" will automatically receive the sibling with their next pick (coach "B" will not be 
able to select the sibling with his next pick). For example; coach "A" selects older brother Johnny 
Smith with their seventh pick, coach "B" will make his seventh selection, then coach "A" will select 
younger brother, Tommy Smith, with their eighth pick followed by coach "B''s eighth pick. 

16. The draft will end once: 

 A. all players from the list have been drafted 

 B. both rosters have the max amount of players. 

 C. both coaches are satisfied with the amount of players they have drafted. 

17. Coaches may trade players at anytime during and after the draft, but before contact is made to 
the players who made the team. 

18. Coaches may pick up "alternate" players at any point after the draft with approval by the Board. 
Alternate players must come from the final list. No player will be allowed on the team from outside 
the list. 

Words of wisdom: Some times talent alone is not enough. When you are making your list, you are 
not only drafting a player, but you are also drafting that family. 


